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RESTFUL API - GATORMAILRESTFUL API - GATORMAIL
For developers that want to integrate to the Gator marketing platform then the RESTFUL API is
available through your SSO (single sign on) account using oAuth2.

The full API details can be found at https://api.communigator.co.uk

oAuth Token and SecretoAuth Token and Secret

To retrieve an oauth token you will need to pass an Authorization header to the token endpoint
in the following format:

Authorization: Basic [ENCODED_CLIENT+SECRET]

Where [ENCODED_CLIENT+SECRET] is your client id and client secret separated by a colon and
Base64 encoded.

Please contact support or your account mgr to gain access to your clientid and secret.

Example RequestExample Request

Here is an example request (you will need to replace [SSO_USERNAME] and [SSO_PASSWORD]
with your CommuniGator single sign on credentials and [ENCODED_CLIENT+SECRET] with your
base64 encoded client id and secret).

curl -X POST http://oauth.communigator.co.uk/core/connect/token -H "Authorization: Basic
[ENCODED_CLIENT+SECRET]" -H "Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded" -d
"grant_type=password&username=[SSO_USERNAME]&password=[SSO_PASSWORD]&scope=openid%20GatorMailApi"

This will return an access token in the below format:

{"access_token":"hJJ0eXASDSsdsdKV1Q....","expires_in":3600,"token_type":"Bearer"}

Using theUsing the Access TokenAccess Token

You can then use this access token to call any of the GatorMail end points in the
API documentation: https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/

To do so call the desired endpoint and pass along an Authorization header like so:

curl -X GET https://api.communigator.co.uk/mail/coinsglobal_testlz/campaign/1/100 -H
"Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS_TOKEN]" -H "Content-Type: application/json"

The tools/integration screen is unrelated to accessing the API and is only used if you have one
of our CRM integrations setup.

GatorMail Integration: Email Marketing ExamplesGatorMail Integration: Email Marketing Examples
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1. Create Campaign1. Create Campaign

A campaign effectively represents an email campaign with an associated audience

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/gatormail_addCampaign

2. Create the Audience2. Create the Audience

Audience of email contacts is called a group in GatorMail and is attached to an email campaign,
the below explains how to add the group to your campaign

2.1 Add a group (storing the group id returned)2.1 Add a group (storing the group id returned)

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/gatormail_addGroup

2.2 Add contacts to the created group (using the group id returned in 2.1):2.2 Add contacts to the created group (using the group id returned in 2.1):

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/
gatormail_groupIncludedContactpost

2.3 Update the campaign created in step 1 with the group id returned in 2.1:2.3 Update the campaign created in step 1 with the group id returned in 2.1:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/gatormail_updateCampaign

3. Mappings:3. Mappings:

GatorMail allows you to map contact fields from your 3rd party system/CRM to its own
contacts.

3.1 Clear all schema entities and attributes:3.1 Clear all schema entities and attributes:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/gatormail_deleteSchema

3.2 Addschema entities and attributes to GM to allow for mappings:3.2 Addschema entities and attributes to GM to allow for mappings:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/
gatormail_postSchemaEntityhttps://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/
gatormail_postSchemaAttribute

3.3 Check for a publish request from the user of GM after configuring the mappings schema:3.3 Check for a publish request from the user of GM after configuring the mappings schema:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/
gatormail_getIntegrationRequests

3.4 After applying the schema reset the schema status to notify the user it's done:3.4 After applying the schema reset the schema status to notify the user it's done:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/
gatormail_getIntegrationRequestSatisfied

3.5 See if the schema mappings have been published:3.5 See if the schema mappings have been published:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/
gatormail_getIntegrationRequests
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3.6 If so pull them down:3.6 If so pull them down:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/gatormail_getSchema

3.7 Mark as complete to let the GM user know:3.7 Mark as complete to let the GM user know:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/
gatormail_getIntegrationRequestSatisfied

4 DataFeed:4 DataFeed:

All email campaign activity data is queued into a table and can be accessed using the following
calls. These activities make up:

Email opens, clicks, downloads, unsubscribes, survey answers, bounces, event invites

4.1 If needed the client can set and get the data feed options:4.1 If needed the client can set and get the data feed options:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/
gatormail_getDatafeedOptionshttps://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/
gatormail_postDatafeedOptions

4.2 Retrieve a batch of data feed records:4.2 Retrieve a batch of data feed records:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/gatormail_getDatafeed

4.3 Mark them as processedwhen complete:4.3 Mark them as processedwhen complete:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/
gatormail_getDatafeedBatchIdentifier
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RESTFUL API - GATORLEADSRESTFUL API - GATORLEADS
For developers that want to integrate to the Gator marketing platform then the RESTFUL API is
available through your SSO (single sign on) account using oAuth2.

The full API details can be found at https://api.communigator.co.uk

oAuth Token and SecretoAuth Token and Secret

To retrieve an oauth token you will need to pass an Authorization header to the token endpoint
in the following format:

Authorization: Basic [ENCODED_CLIENT+SECRET]

Where [ENCODED_CLIENT+SECRET] is your client id and client secret separated by a colon and
Base64 encoded.

Please contact support or your account mgr to gain access to your clientid and secret.

Example RequestExample Request

Here is an example request (you will need to replace [SSO_USERNAME] and [SSO_PASSWORD]
with your CommuniGator single sign on credentials and [ENCODED_CLIENT+SECRET] with your
base64 encoded client id and secret).

curl -X POST http://oauth.communigator.co.uk/core/connect/token -H "Authorization: Basic
[ENCODED_CLIENT+SECRET]" -H "Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded" -d
"grant_type=password&username=[SSO_USERNAME]&password=[SSO_PASSWORD]&scope=openid%20GatorMailApi"

This will return an access token in the below format:

{"access_token":"hJJ0eXASDSsdsdKV1Q....","expires_in":3600,"token_type":"Bearer"}

Using theUsing the Access TokenAccess Token

You can then use this access token to call any of the GatorMail end points in the
API documentation: https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/

To do so call the desired endpoint and pass along an Authorization header like so:

curl -X GET https://api.communigator.co.uk/mail/coinsglobal_testlz/campaign/1/100 -H
"Authorization: Bearer [ACCESS_TOKEN]" -H "Content-Type: application/json"

The tools/integration screen is unrelated to accessing the API and is only used if you have one
of our CRM integrations setup.

GatorLeads: Website tracking integration examplesGatorLeads: Website tracking integration examples
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All website activities for leads identified by GatorLeads can be pulled back through the API
endpoints below.

1 Tracked Links: (web site visitor / hits)1 Tracked Links: (web site visitor / hits)

1.1 Retrieve a batch of tracked links:1.1 Retrieve a batch of tracked links:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/gatorlead_trackedlinkList

1.2 Retrieve lead and company info for each tracked link where required:1.2 Retrieve lead and company info for each tracked link where required:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/gatorlead_lead_company

1.3 Mark the tracked links as processed when complete:1.3 Mark the tracked links as processed when complete:

https://communigator.github.io/API-Documentation/#operation/
gatorlead_markTrackedLinksProcessed
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SOAP XML API - GATORMAILSOAP XML API - GATORMAIL
For developers interested in extending their Gator marketing platform, there is a traditional
SOAP API reference document available in PDF link below.

You will be able to gain access to your API credentials in your GatorMail login at the Tools/
Integration screen. On the security tab you will gain access to your credentials and the full API
wsdl.

Also you can IP lockdown security for this API. enabled by default.

CommuniGator_SDK_Documentation.pdf
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GatorMail Middleware IntegrationGatorMail Middleware Integration

The following documents cover the concept of CommuniGator’s middleware integration
including functionality, design and implementation.

Download the zip file of the three PDFs covering:

• CommuniGator Integration Explained
• Middleware Integration, Design & Implementation
• The Middleware Database

CommuniGator_Integration_Explained_V4.pdf

Middleware_Integration_Design_and_Implementation_Overview.pdf

The_Middleware_Database_v3.pdf
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GatorMail Integration ExplainedGatorMail Integration Explained
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Middleware IntegrationMiddleware Integration
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GatorMail Middleware IntegrationGatorMail Middleware Integration

The following documents cover the concept of CommuniGator’s middleware integration
including functionality, design and implementation.

Download the zip file of the three PDFs covering:

• CommuniGator Integration Explained
• Middleware Integration, Design & Implementation
• The Middleware Database

CommuniGator_Integration_Explained_V4.pdf

Middleware_Integration_Design_and_Implementation_Overview.pdf

The_Middleware_Database_v3.pdf
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GatorMail Integration ScreenGatorMail Integration Screen
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Integration- General TabIntegration- General Tab

Main observation screen to check on the status of the integration

GeneralGeneral

1. This indicates if the integration is running or not. If your integration has been installed then
you will always want to see this marked with a green tick

2. A green tick on this indicates that a request from a user input on the Mappings tab has been
made, to get all relevant fields from the CRM so they may be mapped. A blue circle indicates
that the task has completed or there is no active request.

3. A green tick on this indicates that a request from a user input on the Mappings tab has been
made, to publish all the added/changed filed mappings.A blue circle indicates that the task
has completed or there is no active request.

4. A green tick on this indicates that a request from a user input on Configuration tab has been
made to publish changes to the configuration file on the integration service on the the
clients local servers. Please note that for most users as a Safety measure configuration
updates is locked down. Support may unlock configuration updates but it is strongly advice
that it is not.

5. A green tick on this indicates that a request from a user input on Logs has been made for
the integration service on your local server to start reporting its actions. this report is for
advanced user to locate problem they may be having with the intergration.

6. A green tick on this indicates that a request from a user input on Logs that a request to
remove a log file form the communigator server has been made.

7. The RunTime is the current version of the integration service install on your local server, the
run time is general to all users and is independent of the type of CRM system you may be
using.
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8. The Plugin is the service program libary for integration service install on your local server.
the Plugin is dependent of the type CRM System you are using and may be updates
independently form the RunTime version (this can change depending on the Plugin need).
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Integration- SecurityIntegration- Security

This is where you can view or set your integration security settings. Note- These settings
also need to also be set in the CRM integration configuration.

Integration- SecurityIntegration- Security

1) Web Service Security enables you to set an extra level of authentication for access to your
integration API. The integration API is used to allow your CRM to communicate with
CommuniGator.

2) This would be the user name that is set during the integration configuration and needs to be
validated a number of points during the integration.

3) This would be the password that is set during the integration configuration and needs to be
validated a number of points during the integration.

4) IP Lockdown would require the integration to be run from an authorised IP address that has
been added to the IP Lockdown area in Admin Defaults.
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Integration- Queue Status TabIntegration- Queue Status Tab

This tab shows the information that is currently in a queue to be copied to the integrated
system.

Queue StatusQueue Status

1) This list shows the information that is available to be sent back to the integrated CRM.

2) This list shows the number of items that are currently being sent through the integration with
a summary total number of items at the end of the list. If there are no campaigns in progress or
any new results this list would show 0 item's in each of the queues.

3) This graph is only shown if there are items in the integration queue. The pie chart will
represent the ratio of information that is being sent through the integration.

4) This tab can be individually refreshed to show the latest information.
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Integration- Mappings TabIntegration- Mappings Tab

The Mappings tab is where you map the fields in your CRM to the fields in CommuniGator

Mappings tab under integrations in CommunigatorMappings tab under integrations in Communigator

1) Mappings typically only need to be configured when the integration is first set up or when a
new piece of information needs to pass between CommuniGator and the CRM.

2) If this is the first set up or you have added a new field to your CRM that you wish to map to a
field in CommuniGator you can click ‘Get Schema’ to request the integration to go and collect
the information. This may take a short period of time to complete.

3) Once you have created or edited a mapping set you can click’ Publish Changes’ to make this
mapping available.

4) A ‘mapping set’ is the parent record type for the individual mappings. These are typically
these are Contact and Lead but it is possible to create others such as Account.

5) Once you have a mapping set e.g. Contact, you can ‘Add a mapping’. A mapping is a record
that allows a CRM field to be aligned to a CommuniGator field/business object.

An example we can see here is the CommuniGator contact field is 'FirstName' and that is
mapped to the Contact entity field of 'firstname' with a type of string (e.g. text and numbers) &
data cleanse is ticked.
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6) Ticking the 'Data Cleanse' field indicates that CommuniGator is allowed to write back to the
mapped field in the CRM to update the value. e.g. if someone unsubscribes that will update the
record in CRM.
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Mapping fields between your CRM andMapping fields between your CRM and
CommuniGator using Integration MappingsCommuniGator using Integration Mappings

The mappings tab allows you to add new as well as edit previous mappings that you would
like to bring across from your CRM System.

Step 1)Step 1)

To get to the mappings screen you will need to click on the tools- Integration tab. This will
default you to the General tab which informs you of your current integration status, click on the
mappings tab which is the section you will need to visit if you would like to create new or edit
any mappings.

Get SchemaGet Schema

If the field that you are trying to integrate with GatorMail is a new field you will need to click the
Get Schema button- this will refresh the database structure to bring across any new fields that
aren't apparent in CommuniGator. The Get Schema button can take up to 10 minutes to upload
the new fields. You can check the status of the Get Schema button by going back to the General
tab and when you see Green ticks next to the Field mapping updates this means the Get
Schema task has finished.
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Step 2)Step 2)

Expand the mapping set type that you would like to add a new mapping for, by clicking the
highlighted arrow below, please note the mapping sets could appear as different names in your
GatorMail instance.

Step 3)Step 3)

1) To add a new mapping on the + sign that appears next to the text Add a mapping.

2) If you need to delete a field mapping at any time, all you need to do is click on the delete
button, and the mapping will be deleted.
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Step 4)Step 4)

Once you have clicked on add a mapping you will be presented with the above screen.

1) Select the CommuniGator Attribute name that you want to map to. If it doesn’t appear in
CommuniGator you will need to create a business Object in your CommuniGator instance, this
can be completed by clicking tools-business object, add new attribute.

2) Add the CRM Attribute name, this will be the mapping set that you are trying to map to i.e.
Contact or Lead.

3) CRM attribute name- This is the name of your attribute in your CRM system. The name of the
attribute can be found within your Schema table, if you do not have access to the schema table
you will need to speak to your internal IT Team or CRM administrator.

4) With the Data Cleanse option selected, it will tell the integration to integrate back the data for
this field. This will mean as and when new data is updated in that field it will integrate back to
CRM.

Once you are happy that the mapping has been set up correctly and is mapping to the field that
you wish to share with GatorMail click on the insert button. If you would like to cancel your
changes click on the cancel button.

Publishing the changesPublishing the changes
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Once you have made any changes to your mappings weather it is deleting a mapping, editing a
mapping or creating a brand new mapping you MUST select publish changes for the
information to pull across when you next pull through a campaign. One thing to note is if you
have added a new field the data from your CRM system will not automatically update in
GatorMail if you wish to update your contact records you will need to pull a new campaign from
your CRM system to CommuniGator for the mappings to update.
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